Early research on orthologous protein sequence comparisons by Margoliash in 16 1963 discovered the astonishing phenomenon of genetic equidistance, which has 17 inspired the ad hoc interpretation known as the molecular clock. Kimura then 18 developed the neutral theory and claimed the molecular clock as its best evidence. 19 However, subsequent studies over the years have largely invalidated the universal 20 molecular clock. Yet, a watered down version of the molecular clock and the neutral 21 theory still reigns as the default model for phylogenetic inferences. The seemingly 22
obvious tenet of the molecular clock on evolutionary time scales remains to be 23 established by using ancient sequences: the longer the time of evolutionary 24 divergence, the larger the genetic distance. We here analyzed the recently published 25
Early Pleistocene enamel proteome from Dmanisi and found that ancient proteins 26 were more distant to an outgroup than their orthologs from extant sister species were. 27
The results are completely unexpected from the molecular clock but fully predicted by 28 the notion that genetic distances or diversities are largely at optimum saturation levels 29 as described by the maximum genetic diversity (MGD) theory. 30 31
Introduction: 32
Since the early 1960s, protein and later DNA sequence comparisons have 33 become widely used in building evolutionary trees [1] [2] [3] [4] . Margoliash in 1963 34 discovered an astonishing finding, genetic equidistance where sister species are 35 about equidistant to a simpler outgroup, and made an ad hoc interpretation of it by 36 assuming a molecular clock [2, 5] . The molecular clock hypothesis assumes a 37 constant and similar evolutionary rate among different species [1, 2, 5] . Thus, gene 38 non-identity between species is thought to be largely a function of time. The molecular 39 clock has been widely used in phylogenetic inferences and produced many 40 controversial conclusions contradictory to phylogenies built by other independent 41 methods, including the human relationship with the great apes and the origin of 42 modern humans in Africa rather than Asia.[6-8]. 43
The constant and similar mutation rate (i.e., molecular clock) interpretation of the 44 equidistance result has not been verified by any independent observation and has on 45 the contrary been contradicted by a large number of facts [9-15]. Nonetheless, 46 researchers have treated the molecular clock as a genuine reality and have in turn 47 proposed a number of theories to explain it [16-21]. The 'Neutral Theory' has found 48 wide acceptance [19] [20] [21] , even though it is widely acknowledged to be an incomplete 49 explanation for the clock [13, 22] , and an incomplete explanatory theory of nature in 50 general [23] [24] [25] [26] . The observed rate is measured in years but the Neutral theory 51 predicts a constant rate per generation. Also, the theory predicts that the clock will be 52 a Poisson process, with equal mean and variance of mutation rate. Experimental data 53 have shown that the variance is typically larger than the mean. 54
Ohta's "nearly neutral theory" explained to some extent the generation time issue 55 by observing that large populations have faster generation times and faster mutation 56 rates but remains unable to account for the great variance issue [27] . With the neutral 57 and nearly neutral theory, molecular evolution has been treated as the same as 58 population genetics or microevolution. However, the field still lacks a complete theory 59 as Ohta and Gillespie had acknowledged [28] . The field has unfortunately yet to pay 60 attention to the equidistance result, which has been considered by some as "one of 61 the most astonishing findings of modern science" [29, 30] . 62
While it is widely acknowledged that there is no universal molecular clock (vastly 63 different species diverged for very long time do not have similar mutation rates), the 64 seemingly obvious tenet of the molecular clock notion and the neutral theory, i.e., the 65 longer the evolutionary divergence, the larger the genetic distance or sequence 66 divergence, remains widely popular in phylogenetic inferences and has yet to be 67 formally tested or established for species divergence over evolutionary time scales. A 68 most direct, simple, and strait forward test of the molecular clock would be to use 69 ancient proteins or DNAs from fossil species. Ancient fossil species are expected to 70 show less sequence divergence from an outgroup than its extant sister species 71 represented include one Equidae, one Rhinocerotidae, and four Bovidae. Some 90 species such as Bovidae were represented by more than one sample and some 91 proteins were sequenced from more than one sample. However, different peptide 92 fragments were sequence from different samples. Thus, each of the total 22 protein 93 sequences was unique and different from others. 94
Using the ancient sequences, we searched the Genbank to identify the orthologs 95 from the closest extant sister species. We then compared both the ancient and the 96 6 extant proteins to an outgroup. We first tested human as the outgroup to determine 97 which shared more identity with human. The peptide fragments of each protein were 98 each individually examined for identities between the outgroup and the sister species 99 consisting of the ancient species and it closest extant species. Gaps were not counted 100 and the same length and region of alignment were maintained for the ancient and its 101 extant sister species. The results from all peptide fragments of a protein were then 102 combined to obtain the total number of identical residues and the total alignment 103 length ( Table 1, and Supplementary Table 1 ). For a total of 22 proteins, five among 104 them were too short to be informative in terms of revealing any differences between 105 the two sisters. Of the remaining 17 proteins, fifteen showed lower number of identical 106 residues between the ancient samples and the outgroup relative to between the 107 extant proteins and the outgroup while two showed the opposite, indicating that the 108 ancient proteins were significantly more distant to the outgroup human than the extant 109 proteins were (P<0.01, Chi squared test). 110
To verify the above results, we next tested a different outgroup Sus scorfa. Of the 111 24 proteins, four showed no difference between the sisters and hence were non 112 informative due to probably the short length covered; 15 showed lower number of 113 identical residues between the ancient samples and the outgroup relative to between 114 the extant proteins and the outgroup and 3 showed the opposite ( Our results here showed that ancient proteins were more distant to an outgroup 120 than their orthologs from the closest extant species of the ancient taxon, confirming a 121 previous study using ancient peptides [10] . More direct functional data invalidating the neutral assumption have also been found 148
[45]. 149
The results here are fully predicted by the MGD theory (Figure 1 ). If the observed 150 genetic distance or non-identities of today and of the relatively recent past such as 2 151 million years ago as in the case of the Dmanisi samples here were at maximum 152 saturation, it would not be determined by time but by physiology and environmental 153 adaptations. As the ancient taxon and its closest present day sister species would be 154 very close in physiology, their genomes would be highly similar if not identical in those 155 parts involved in physiology. However, their genomes would be very different in the 156 parts involved in adaptation to environments since environmental conditions from ~2 157 million years ago are expected to be very different from today. As the outgroup 158 species are from the present day time, they are expected to share some adaptive 159 variants with all present day species as a common adaptive strategy to today's 160 environment. Hence, the closest sister species of the ancient taxon would be 161 expected to be closer to the outgroup than the ancient is. 162
Using ancient protein or DNA sequences can be very effective in testing 163 evolutionary theories. Our results here show that the basic tenet of the molecular 164 clock and neutral theory does not hold for evolutionary time scales when maximum 165 mutation saturation has been reached. This conclusion is expected to be further 166 confirmed when more ancient sequences become available in the future. 
